A validation of SonarQube issues related to real bugs based on open source software
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Abstract. High reliability is an essential factor of modern software. At the same time, as software complexity is increasing day by day, bug counts and rate inevitably rises, leading to undermine software reliability. To avoid this problem, programmers always use issue-finding tools (bug detection) to discover the defects from source code in development of software. Recently, software inspection has been shown to be an effective way to speed up the process of source code verification and to move a portion of discovered defects from test to coding phase. As we know, modern software is often developed over many years. During this time, the commit metadata is becoming an important source of social characteristics. In this paper, our aim is to devise an empirical method to assess the percentage and the types of the issues found by issue finding tools are actual defects of the software.

1 Introduction

We always perform automatic static analysis on source code with different goals: improve important maintainability of code, check a standard compliance or detect possible defect. Sonarqube can find all violations of reasonable, bugs and bad software design pattern. After we use sonar to scan the source code, sonar will list all violations about the source code (we call the violations issues, that have the possibility to become a defect of the software). The issues reported by sonar are violations of correct programming patterns in coding process. So after we collected the issues from sonarqube, we can devise a method to predict the possibility that if the issue would be an actual defect.

So in this paper, we study the social characteristics of modern software development and the effect of sonarqube to understand the relation between issues that found by sonarqube and actual defects. To study the correlation between the actual defects and issues, we get top100 java projects from github which are controlled by git and use sonarqube to scan these projects to get the issues.

2 Experimental methods

The source code of modern software is always hosted by source control system. In our experiment, we got top 100 java projects from github. These projects always have hundreds of thousand commits in commit history. To study the correlation between sonar issue and defect of source code, we need to find all bug-fixing commits and their related bug introducing commits in the commit history. So we have to analyze the commit metadata of a project to locate all bug-fixing commits. In our experience, most developers indicate that a commit is to fix defect by including the keyword “fix” in the commit message. Depend on the bug-fixing commit, we can confirm the specific line of code that is fixed and we can trace back to the bug-introducing commit, so we can mine the version control history (as implemented by the “git blame” command) to discover when the corresponding bugs were introduced. For the record, the bug-introducing commit may not introduce the real bug to the source code of software; it is possible to update the code for the third-party code or modify the bad software design pattern. After that, we perform automatic static analysis (like sonarqube in this paper) on the bug-introducing version and the bug-fixing version respectively.
Core methodology

Our methodology has three main steps:

1) Locate all bug-fixing commits and their related bug-introducing commits, then store the result into mysql.

2) Use sonar to scan projects respectively in bug-introducing version and bug-fixing version of source code, then collect sonar issues from database of sonarqube.

3) Account the type and percentage of sonar issue accompanied by the disappearance of bug.

Let me describe three steps in detail. Firstly, to detect the bug-fixing commit and its related bug-introducing commit, we collect top 100 java projects which are controlled by git from github. Git is a free and open source distributed version control system designed to handle everything from small to very large projects with speed and efficiency. Most programmers who use git to handle software development will contain the fix message in the commit message when they fix the bug. So we confirm the commit is a bug-fixing commit through mining the fix message in the commit message. We can search all commit messages for the keyword "fix" to find bug-fixing commit.
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Figure 1. An example bug-fixing commit

There is an example of bug-fixing commit in Figure 1. We can find that a bug-fixing commit is consisted of a commit id; an author, identified by a name/email address pair; a commit message, which contains the keyword "fix"; and a diff, showing the lines this commit changed. Depend on the information of the bug-fixing commit, we can compute diffs for each version of the source code of the project. Because we can get the information about the modified code and the changed file address in the bug-fixing version of source code. We can use the “git blame” command to search the repository metadata to identify the bug-introducing commit. So we can switch to bug-fixing version of source code and get the file address and line of the code modified in the bug-fixing version. Finally, we obtain the bug-introducing message from the bug-fixing commit.
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Figure 2. git blame output for the bug-fixing commit

There is a plausible “git blame” output in Figure 2 which shows that who and when introduced the code in which commit.
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Figure 3. Related bug-introducing commit
Figure 3 shows that we found the bug-introducing commit and then we can store the bug-fixing commit and bug-introducing commit into our database. If one bug-fixing commit is related to many bug-introducing commits, we can store all of these bug-introducing commits into our database.

The all process of bug-finding algorithm is like this:

![Figure 4. bug-finding process](image)

After we got all bug-introducing commits and their related bug-fixing commits of the source code, we can use sonarqube to assess the quality of the source code respectively at the bug-introducing version and bug-fixing version.

![Figure 5. Process of SonarQube Accessing the Project](image)

Finally, because the goal of our experiment is to verify which sonar issues are related to actual defects on source code and which are not, we have to find a criterion to check the relation between the sonar issue and actual defects. We believe that when one or more issues disappear in the evolution from the bug-introducing version to the bug-fixing version, and the issues were found at the same position with the bug, it’s very likely these sonar issues are related to the fixed bug.

### 3 Results

So in this section we will present the result from carrying out by our methodology. We have performed our bug-finding algorithm on all top 100 java projects, after that it produced a large collection of defection: 112477 bug-fixing commits have been found by our bug-finding algorithm, each bug-fixing commit is related three to ten bug-introducing commits on average, then depend on these commits, we use sonarqube to scan the source code on bug-introducing version and bug-fixing version respectively to get the quality of source code, as well as we collected a large number of issues about the source code from sonarqube. We find out that 20% of all issues have co-occurrence relations with bugs that we found. These issues above who have the co-occurrence relations with bugs have a possibility to become an actual defect in the development of project. So when we use sonarqube to check the quality of source code, we need to pay attention to these issues above in case they become actual defects.

### 4 Conclusions and Future Work

We obtained that 4 kinds of sonarqube issues have the higher possibility to become the actual defects. The main contributions of this work are: We devise a bug-finding algorithm to mine the
social characteristics of the modern software development to confirm the bug-introducing version and bug-finding version of source code, and we provide an empirical method to validate if some sonar issue are actual defect. We can pay attention to these sonar issues to avoid the bug in development and then decrease the bug count and rate of modern software. Our future work will be devoted to open source projects written by other languages.
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